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| fst five years of the agreement. Aft 
\ ter five years, recognized experts’ 
pathology and related sciences wit 

. Biven access to the materfils “at ' 
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tative. ey aaat 
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“black-and-white neghtives and 36° 
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vere taken during. the three-ho 
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not. been eee nols 
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shed light on the nature 
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and provide information 
fundamental to their chal- 
lenge of the Warren re- 

/ However, Justice De- 
/p#¥tment officials de-. 
scribed the material Tues- 

tivé" of conclusions 
reached by the Warren 
Commission. These officials 
also said the material did 
not run counter to any of ' 

e commission's findings, : 
_ she commission itself 
degided not to view the X 
rays and Photographs, act- 
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timony or change 
they expressed. 

ays and photograph § 
he night of the auta 

dig, sly 
at two of the doctors, J: 

. Humes and J. Tharntorg| Boswell, both Navy com | 
sanders. atthe time of 

o the government ‘by the} 
gamily. According to the. 
pfficials, the two doctors. 
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photographs were all that, 
gvere taken. as 
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ol. Pierre A, Finck, is] 

day; night as "corrobora~’ | 4 

a in Vietnam. thal 
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ment officials said. 
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ad acquired the materi 
« Harlier Tuesday, acting 
itty. Gen. Ramsey Clark : 
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» The Justice Department: 
#sked the Kennedy family¢ 

p turn over the X rays ai 
Photographs in the int 
ebts of "the historical # 
gbrd,” and indirectly | 
whuse.of recent books ch: 
énging the Warren Co. 
Mission's findings, depa 4 
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sippitt, . according to: 

ie Sommission's findings. 
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‘auld benefit individuals 
sacko g serious investiga 
tive: and research work, 

“Bboads added. — 
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2 recent. criticism of . 
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'@E availability of thik: 
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